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Field-Dependent Antiferromagnetism and Ferromagnetism of the Two
Copper Sublattices in Sr2Cu3O4Cl2

Abstract
The Cu3O4 layer in Sr2Cu3O4Cl2 is a variant of the square CuO2 lattice of the high-temperature
superconductors, in which the center of every second plaquette contains an extra Cu2+ ion. The ions that
make up the conventional CuO2 network, called CuI, have CuI-CuI exchange energy ≈130meV, and order
antiferromagnetically at about 380 K; the CuII-CuII exchange is only ≈10meV, and the CuII’s order at ≈40K.
A study is reported here of the dependence of the magnetization on field, temperature, and crystallographic
orientation for this interesting system. We show that the small permanent ferromagnetic moment, that
appears when the CuI spins order, and the unusual spin rotation transitions seen most clearly for one
particular direction of the magnetic field, are the result of several small bond-dependent anisotropic terms in
the spin Hamiltonian that are revealed because of the frustration of the isotropic Heisenberg interaction
between CuI and CuII spins. These include a term which favors collinearity of the CuI and CuII spins, which
originates from quantum fluctuations, and also the pseudodipolar interaction. Some of these small
interactions also come into play in other lamellar cuprates, connected with the high-Tc superconductivity
materials, and in many spin-chain and spin-ladder compounds.
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The Cu3O4 layer in Sr2Cu3O4Cl2 is a variant of the square CuO2 lattice of the high-temperature supercon-
ductors, in which the center of every second plaquette contains an extra Cu21 ion. The ions that make up the
conventional CuO2 network, called CuI, have CuI-CuI exchange energy'130 meV, and order antiferromag-
netically at about 380 K; the CuII-CuII exchange is only'10 meV, and the CuII’s order at'40 K. A study
is reported here of the dependence of the magnetization on field, temperature, and crystallographic orientation
for this interesting system. We show that the small permanent ferromagnetic moment, that appears when the
CuI spins order, and the unusual spin rotation transitions seen most clearly for one particular direction of the
magnetic field, are the result of several small bond-dependent anisotropic terms in the spin Hamiltonian that are
revealed because of the frustration of the isotropic Heisenberg interaction between CuI and CuII spins. These
include a term which favors collinearity of the CuI and CuII spins, which originates from quantum fluctuations,
and also the pseudodipolar interaction. Some of these small interactions also come into play in other lamellar
cuprates, connected with the high-Tc superconductivity materials, and in many spin-chain and spin-ladder
compounds.@S0163-1829~99!03218-X#

I. INTRODUCTION

The explosion of experimental and theoretical work trig-
gered by the discovery of high-temperature superconductiv-
ity has led to great progress in our understanding of quantum
magnetism. In particular, the essential component of materi-
als such as La2CuO4, a high-Tc superconductor when doped
with Sr or excess oxygen, is the two-dimensional~2D! CuO2
layer consisting of a square lattice with Cu ions on the cor-
ners and O ions on the edges. Since the copper ions have
electronic configurationd9 they have spinS51/2; the inter-
action between nearest-neighbor spins is well described by
the Heisenberg model. In the past few years symbiotic ex-
perimental and theoretical studies of materials containing

CuO2 layers have provided a quantitative understanding of
the 2DS51/2 square lattice Heisenberg quantum antiferro-
magnet~SLHQA!.1 However, the atomic arrangements of Cu
and oxygen in multielement copper oxides show remarkable
variability. In addition to the CuO2 layer one finds Cu-O
chains and ladders. The latter have lately been the subject of
great interest because the quantum magnetism is predicted to
be extraordinarily sensitive to the number of chains in a
ladder.2

Recently, interesting results have emerged for a novel
variant of the CuO2 layer, contained in the compounds
Sr2Cu3O4Cl2 and Ba2Cu3O4Cl2 ~2342!. In these materials
every second square of the CuO2 lattice contains an addi-
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tional Cu21 ion in its center, creating two interpenetrating
square lattices of Cu ions~see Fig. 1!.3,4 The Cu ions form-
ing the conventional CuO2 layer ~CuI’s! have a very large
CuI-CuI antiferromagnetic coupling (J05130 meV), similar
to that in the high-Tc parent compounds. Together with the
weak interplanar coupling, these yield three-dimensional an-
tiferromagnetic order at a Ne´el temperatureTI near 380 K.
Since the Cud9 ions at the center of the squares~CuII’s! are
surrounded by four equidistant CuI neighbors, the isotropic
Heisenberg interaction between CuI and CuII spins is frus-
trated. Thus, the two Cu sublattices are almost decoupled.
The weaker CuII-CuII coupling then gives antiferromagnetic
order at a separate lower Ne´el temperature
TII'30240 K.5–8 We have recently provided evidence that
the CuII sublattice, similar to the CuI sublattice, behaves as a
2D S51/2 SLHQA at temperatures well aboveTII .9 The
critical behavior near this transition is that of the two-
dimensional Ising model, resulting from the uniaxial anisot-
ropy which comes from the CuI-CuII coupling~as explained
below!. This anisotropy is the result of an effective CuI-CuII
interaction, which favors colinearity of the spins in the two
subsystems. This term, which is absent in the mean field
theory, results from quantum fluctuations.

One prominent feature of this system is a small ferromag-
netic permanent (H50) moment which appears at the Ne´el
temperature of the CuI’s. This ferromagnetism, correspond-
ing to ;1023mB per CuI, cannot result from the
Dzyaloshinsky-Moriya antisymmetric exchange,5–8 because
symmetry forbids such an effect in the perfectly tetragonal
structure of Sr2Cu3O4Cl2 and Ba2Cu3O4Cl2. In a short

publication9 we have shown that the permanent moment
arises instead from the pseudodipolar interaction between the
spins of the CuI’s and those of the CuII’s. This results from
the bond-dependent anisotropic CuI-CuII coupling.9 Indeed,
the near frustration of the coupling between the two kinds of
Cu atoms has allowed us to determine several small terms in
the spin Hamiltonian, in addition to the pseudodipolar inter-
action. These terms also arise in other Cu oxides. For ex-
ample, the CuII-CuII nearest-neighbor interaction, resulting
from superexchange through two oxygen atoms, is closely
related to the second nearest-neighbor interaction in the
CuO2 layer of the high-Tc compounds. Furthermore, the an-
isotropic coupling between CuI and CuII ions in
Sr2Cu3O4Cl2 also arises in the coupling between ladders in
the spin-ladder compounds. Our measurements have also al-
lowed us to determine the fourfold spin anisotropy energy of
the CuI’s, which arises in all the tetragonal cuprates. In this
paper we provide a more complete description of the mag-
netization as a function of field and temperature in
Sr2Cu3O4Cl2. After a description of experimental details in
Sec. II, we present the results of our measurements of the
spin rotation transitions in Sec. III. In Secs. IV and V we
discuss the theories which provide excellent fits to the data
for fields H.0.1 T and for temperaturesTI.T.TII and T
,TII , respectively. The former generalizes the low-
temperature approximation presented in Ref. 9. Finally, in
Sec. VI we summarize our conclusions and point out some
unresolved problems.

II. EXPERIMENTAL DETAILS

We have focused on the material Sr2Cu3O4Cl2 for which
we have grown large single crystals by slow cooling from
the melt. The structure of this material, as well as a sketch of
the Cu3O4 layer, is shown in Fig. 1. Small crystals
;1 mm31 mm30.5 mm with thec axis ~normal to the
Cu3O4 layer! perpendicular to the large face are used for
magnetization measurements with a Quantum Design
SQUID magnetometer at fields up to 5.5 T.

High-resolution synchrotron x-ray powder diffraction
measurements have been carried out at the National Syn-
chrotron Light Source at Brookhaven National Laboratory.
We find that the crystal remains perfectly tetragonal, space
groupI4/mmm, for temperatures 15,T,550 K. The lattice
constants are shown as a function of temperature in Fig. 2; at
low T,50 K, they area55.457 Å andc512.52 Å . Thea
lattice constant is independent ofT below TI;325 K, but
begins to increase withT at higherT. Thec lattice parameter
is independent ofT below ;50 K and increases withT at
higherT. The latter also shows a kink at;325 K. There is
no feature that can be clearly identified withTI;380 K
where the CuI’s order, withTII;40 K where the CuII’s or-
der, or with 100 K where peculiar behavior of the very low
field magnetization is observed, presumably related to anti-
ferromagnetic domain wall motion.

III. PHENOMENOLOGICAL DISCUSSION
OF THE MAGNETIZATION

Before presenting the theory we show that several quali-
tative features of the system can be deduced directly from

FIG. 1. Structure of Sr2Cu3O4Cl2 and of the Cu3O4 layer, in-
cluding spin configurations for~a! Hi(110), ~b! Hi(100), and
Hc1,H,Hc2, and ~c! Hi(100) andHc2!H. The figure shows
only the part ofM II induced by the internal pseudodipolar field

24JpdĜM I
† . There also exists an additional small canting of the

CuI moments in cases~a! and~c!, and a nonzeroH induces a large
component ofM II alongH in case~c! ~not shown!.
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our measurements. Figure 3 shows the magnetic moment as
a function of field at 200 K with the field applied in the~100!
and~110! directions. In both cases there is a small permanent
momentM p , the extrapolation ofM (H) to H50. This ex-
trapolation depends on the range ofH from which it is de-
duced: it grows withH at low field and saturates above
;0.120.3 T. No permanent moment is found for the field in
the ~001! direction~see inset of Fig. 3!. For the~110! direc-
tion the susceptibilityx110 is independent ofH from ;0.1 to
5 T and extapolation from anyH in this range toH50 gives
the same value ofM p , which we callMS

110. However, in the
~100! direction the slope ofM (H) changes withH. In fact, at
200 K the M (H) data in the~100! direction display two
phase transitions, resulting, as discussed below, from rota-
tion of the CuI staggered moment. At 200 K, these occur at
the fieldsHc1;0.3 T andHc2;1.8 T. Between these two
transition fieldsM (H) is linear, with slopex100, smaller by
about 10% thanx110, and with an extrapolated permanent

momentMS
100,MS

110. At high field the slope appears to ap-
proachx110 and the value ofM p obtained from extrapolation
of the high-H line to zero approaches zero, as illustrated by
the solid line in Fig. 3. The phase transitions forHi(100) can
be identified quite clearly in Fig. 4, where we plot the frac-
tional deviation of the susceptibility,x5dM/dH, in the
~100! direction from its value in the~110! directionx110 as a
function ofH. For 300, 250, and 200 K one observes the two
transitions, between which there is a constantx100,x110. As
the temperature is lowered these two transitions merge and
disappear. At 90 K the susceptibilitiy has only a broad mini-
mum near 0.8 T. By comparison with the theory, discussed
below, we estimate that the phase transitions disappear be-
low ;150 K.

The independence of the susceptibility onH for Hi(110),
and the fact that this direction yields the largest values ofx
and of M, identify ~110! as the easy direction. ForTII,T
,TI , the CuI’s are ordered antiferromagnetically and there-
fore their susceptibility is larger in the direction perpendicu-
lar to the staggererd moment. In that direction the moments
can cant to give a transverse ferromagnetic moment even at
zero temperature. We denote the CuI susceptibilities parallel
and perpendicular to the staggered moment byx Ii andx I' .
In this range ofT the CuII’s are still not ordered, so they
have an isotropic susceptibilityx II . From these consider-
ations we conclude that when the field is along~110! the
spins must have the structure shown in Fig. 1~a!, with x110

'x II12x I' ~the factor 2 comes from the structure of the
unit cell, with two CuI’s per CuII!. Indeed, the theory pre-
sented below confirms this conclusion, apart from small cor-
rections which arise from the CuI-CuII coupling. The lower
susceptibilities observed for fields in other directions must
imply some mixture ofx I' andx Ii . We have proposed that
the minimal susceptibility observed in the intermediate phase
for the ~100! direction, as illustrated by Fig. 4, results from
the structure shown in Fig. 1~b!, with x100'x II12x Ii . In-
deed, this is also confirmed by our detailed theory presented
below. The existence of the permanent moments in these two
configurations implies the existence of some internal mag-
netic field, which prefers ordering of the CuII ferromagnetic
moment perpendicular to the CuI staggered moment when
the latter is in a~110! direction, and parallel to it when it is
in the ~100! direction. Our theory indeed predicts such a
pseudodipolar field. This scenario is also supported by the

FIG. 2. Lattice constants as a function of temperature, measured
using high reolution synchrotron x-ray scattering.

FIG. 3. Magnetic momentM vs H for Hi(110) and~100! at 200
K. The inset comparesM for Hi(110) andHi(001).

FIG. 4. Fractional deviation ofx5dM/dH for Hi(100) from
the susceptibility in the~110! directionx110.
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behavior at very highH(!J0). The fact that the same sus-
ceptibility x110 is observed for highH in any direction im-
plies that in that limit the staggered moments become per-
pendicular to the field, as plotted forHi(100) in Fig. 1~c!,
overcoming the anisotropy which causes them to prefer the
~110! direction at lowH.

Figure 5 shows the field-independent susceptibilities for
the ~001! and~110! directions and the high-field susceptibil-
ity for the ~100! direction. We also plot the minimum value,
xmin , of x(H) in the ~100! direction, which corresponds to
x100 for temperatures where there are phase transitions. At
high fields (.3 T) the susceptibility is the same in the~100!
and ~110! directions. The approximately temperature inde-
pendent difference between the~110! and~001! susceptibili-
ties probably results from differences in the Van Vleck sus-
ceptibility and anisotropy in theg factor.10,11 When there
exist two transitions, the difference between the high-H sus-
ceptibility andxmin for the ~100! direction must correspond
to 2(x I'2x Ii). In addition to the Van Vleck contribution,
which is of order 531028 cm3/g for La2CuO4,10 the mea-
sured susceptibilities also contain the diamagnetic core sus-
ceptibility, xd;23.331027 cm3/g.12 As we show below,
2x I''431027 cm3/g. Thus, the sum of all these contribu-
tions implies thatx110'x II . The solid curve in Fig. 5 repre-
sents results for Monte Carlo simulations of theS51/2
SLQHA.13 As discussed previously,9 the magnitude and tem-
perature dependence of the susceptibility are well described
by the model 2DS51/2 SLQHA if the antiferromagnetic
exchange between nearest-neighbor CuII’s is chosen to be
JII510 meV. The Ne´el ordering of the CuII’s is made mani-
fest by the cusp in the susceptibility atTII54061 K. One
sees in Fig. 5 that, at lowT and lowH, x is approximately
two times larger in the~110! than in the~100! direction.

As seen in Fig. 6, belowTII the field dependence ofM for
the ~110! direction is very similar to that at higherT ~Fig. 3!,
but it is very different for the~100! direction. For ~100!,
although the moment extrapolated toH50 from high field
still vanishes within the errors,M (H) is now sigmoidal. This

is demonstrated in Fig. 7, which showsx(H) for the ~100!
direction for 200, 50, and 10 K. At lowT the minimum value
of x occurs atH50. Using the same arguments as forT
.TII , we conclude that~110! is still the easy direction, with
now both the staggererd moments of CuI and CuII perpen-
dicular to the field, i.e., parallel to each other. The only dif-
ference here is that nowx II should be replaced byx II' . As
indicated in Figs. 5 and 7, the difference between the low
and highH susceptibilities for the~100! direction is much
larger at lowT. Since the minimum ofx occurs atH50, and
since at this field the moments tend to point in the~110!
direction, we conclude that for small fields in the~100! di-
rection we have domains in which the moments are at 45°
with the field, implying that in this regionx'(x II'1x II i
12x I'12x Ii)/2'x110/2. Also, we expect a permanent mo-
ment of magnitudeMS

110/A2 along the field, which agrees
with the data shown in Fig. 8~a!. Again, all of these features
are explained by our theory, presented in Sec. V.

TheT dependence of the permanent moment suggests that
it is proportional to the antiferromagnetic order parameter. In
Fig. 8~a! we plot the momentMS

110. A fit to these data near
TI of the form MS

110;(TI2T)b gives b50.2760.03 and
TI5(38262) K; the solid curve is the fit. Figure 8~b! shows

FIG. 5. Suceptibility vsT. For ~110! and~001! x is independent
of H, as seen in Fig. 4. For the~100! direction the high field sus-
ceptibility and the minimum value of the susceptibility are both
plotted. Above;3 Tx is isotropic in the plane and is well de-
scribed by the 2DS51/2 SLHQA model indicated by the heavy
line through the data, as described in the text.

FIG. 6. M (H) for Hi(100) andHi(110) atT510 K, well be-
low the antiferromagnetic ordering temperatureTII of the CuII’s.

FIG. 7. dM/dH vs H for Hi(100) for temperatures above and
below TII .
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the intensity of the~101! Bragg peak, proportional to (MI
†)2,

and the solid curve is a fit to the form (TI2T)2b.14 The
values ofb determined by the two experiments are the same
to within experimental error. The larger crystal used for the
neutron measurements apparently has a slightly higherTI
than the crystal used for magnetization measurements. We
plot the ratioMS

110/M I
† in Fig. 8~c!, using (TI2T)0.27 for the

order parameter.

IV. THEORY OF THE SPIN ROTATION TRANSITIONS
FOR T II <T<T I

The temperature dependence ofM p suggests that there is
a bilinear coupling between the observed ferromagnetic mo-
ment and the antiferromagnetic moment of the CuI sub-
system. The Dzyaloshinsky-Moriya interaction generates
such a coupling on each bond, but the average of this inter-
action vanishes by symmetry, as mentioned above. Further-
more, the latter interaction, when allowed, generates a per-
manent moment which does not vanish at high field for any
field direction. The unusual field dependence of the magne-
tization and susceptibility~Figs. 3 and 4! result, instead,
from a pseudodipolar coupling between the CuI system and
the CuII system, as discussed below.9 Since the ordering of
the CuII spins makes the situation more complicated, we first
discuss the behavior of the system forTII,T,TI . As dis-
cussed by Chouet al.,9 the most general form of the interac-
tion between a CuI and a neighboring CuII is

HI-II 5JiSI
iSII

i 1J'SI
'SII

'1JzSI
zSII

z , ~1!

wherei and' denote parallel and perpendicular to the CuI-
CuII bond.15 We label the CuI’s displaced from a central
CuII in the directionsx̂,ŷ,2 x̂, and 2 ŷ, by 1,2,3, and 4,
respectively. From neutron measurements14 we know that the
CuI spins are restricted to lie in thex-y plane. Summing over
the four CuI-CuII bonds yields

(
bonds

HI-II 5Ji~S1
x1S3

x!SII
x 1J'~S1

y1S3
y!SII

y

1J'~S2
x1S4

x!SII
x 1Ji~S2

y1S4
y!SII

y

54@Jav~SII•M I!1Jpd~M I
†xSII

x 2M I
†ySII

y !#

54M II•~JavM I1JpdĜM I
†!, ~2!

where M I5S i 51
4 Si /4 and M I

†5(S11S32S22S4)/4 denote
the local uniform~ferromagnetic! and staggered moments of
the CuI sublattice,M II5SII , and

Jav5
1

2
~Ji1J'!, Jpd5

1

2
~Ji2J'!. ~3!

In Eq. ~2! Ĝ[sz is the 232 Pauli matrix which rotates
(x,y) into (x,2y), that is,Ĝ(x,y)[(x,2y). It is clear from
Eq. ~2! that, in addition to the isotropic average exchange
Jav, the term involvingJpd represents ananisotropicnet in-
teraction. It has the same symmetry as the dipolar field at the
center of the plaquette from four magnetic point dipoles at
the CuI sites. This term represents a bilinear coupling be-
tweenM I

† andM II . Therefore, whenM I
† orders belowTI , it

generates a net field24JpdĜM I
† on the CuII in the center of

each plaquette. Since the CuII’s occupy only every second
plaquette, they are all surrounded by exactly the same con-
figuration of CuI moments in each plane. Neutron measure-
ments confirm that nearest-neighbor CuI’s in adjacent planes
order antiferromagnetically, as expected from the structure.14

Because the plaquettes occupied by CuII’s are staggered in
adjacent planes, the CuII’s in all planes see exactly thesame
local field and have the same ferromagnetic moment@Figs.
1~a!–1~c!#.

In the theory we use dimensionless momentsS and M,
and measure the variousJ’s, H and 1/x in ergs or eV. To
translate into the experimental units of emu/g and cm3/g,
one needs to multiplyM by gmB /muc522.4 emu/g, where
g52 and muc5500 g/NA583310223 g, and x by
(gmB)2/muc54.16310219 erg cm3/g. Using g52.2 will
modify some of the parameters slightly.

To analyze the situation further, assume thatM I
† makes an

angleu with the x axis. ThenM I
†[M I

†(cosu, sinu), the last

term in Eq. ~2! is minimized whenM IIiĜM I
†5M I

†(cosu,
2sinu), and the energy of this term is the same for allu. In
particular, the casesu52p/4,0, and2p/2, shown in Figs.
1~a!–1~c! respectively, have the same energy, which is the
minimum of this term forJpd,0. Thus the pseudodipolar
interaction polarizes the CuII’s in the directions shown by
the dashed arrows in Figs. 1~a!–1~c!.

Because of this polarization one hasM IIÞ0, and the first
term then generates a small ferromagnetic momentM IiM II .

FIG. 8. ~a! The permanent momentMS
110 vs T. ~b! Square root of

the antiferromagnetic Bragg peak intensity, proportional to the an-
tiferromagnetic order parameter of the CuI’s. The solid curves in~a!
and ~b! are power laws;(TN,I2T)b with the same exponent to
within experimental error.~c! Ratio of the permanent moment to the
power law that describes the order parameter.
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However,M I will be larger in the configuration of Fig. 1~a!
than in that of Fig. 1~b!, and the energy will consequently be
lower. As usual, one hasx I'.x Ii , because even at lowT
canting is possible whenM I'M I

† . Thus, the anisotropy of
the CuI susceptibility gives rise to a fourfold symmetry,
which prefers ordering ofM II along ~110!, as indeed ob-
served experimentally at lowH.

However, we find that the first term in Eq.~2! is inad-
equate to account for the anisotropy we observe. An addi-
tional fourfold anisotropy energy, of the formH4
5K cos 4u5K(122 sin22u), with K.0, which also prefers
ordering along~110!, has been shown to arise from quantum
fluctuations for the CuI’s in other cuprates.15 Such an anisot-
ropy does not arise as a single ion term forS51/2. Our
quantitative fits to the data require addingH4 to the Hamil-
tonian, with K close to the value predicted in Ref. 15. As
discussed below, a field in the~100! direction competes with
these anisotropies resulting in transitions from Fig. 1~a! to
1~b! to 1~c!.

The anisotropic interactions in Eq.~1! could result from
the usual dipole-dipole coupling. For the nearest-neighbor
CuI-CuII interactions, this yieldsJi522J'522(gmB)2/
r 3'220 meV, wherer 5a/2 is the CuI-CuII bond length.
Note that this givesJpd,0. However, similar anisotropic
terms may arise from direct or superexchange interactions
involving spin-orbit and Coulomb exchange interactions, and
these sometimes yieldJpd.0. In this case the polarization of
the CuII’s would point in the opposite direction to that indi-
cated in Fig. 1.15 Because of these other sources of the an-
isotropy with the same dipolar symmetry, we call the last
term in Eq.~2! pseudodipolar. A measurement of the relative
directions of the spins would identify the sign ofJpd.16

In the presence of an external fieldH, Eq. ~2! becomes

H522H•M I2HII•M II , ~4!

with HII5H24JavM I24JpdĜM I
† . ~The factor 2 is the num-

ber of CuI’s per planar unit cell, which contains one CuII.!
Below TI , both M I andM II turn out to be very small com-
pared toM I

† , and the magnitude ofM I
† is practically not

affected by the magnetic field. We therefore assume that this
magnitude is constant, and expand the free energy per unit
cell to quadratic order in the ferromagnetic moments

F5M Ii
2 /x Ii1M I'

2 /x I'1M II
2/~2x II !

22H•M I2HII•M II1H4 . ~5!

This expression assumes isotropy of the CuII moment re-
sponse, as appropriate forT.TII . We shall return to the case
T,TII in the next section. Minimizing with respect toM II
now yields the usual linear responseM II5x IIHII , and sub-
stitution back in Eq.~5! then yields

F5M Ii
2 /x̃ Ii1M I'

2 /x̃ I'2
1

2
x IIH

2

22HI•M I14Jpdx IIH•ĜM I
†1H4 , ~6!

whereHI5mH18x IIJavJpdĜM I
† , m5(122x IIJav), and

x̃ Ii5x Ii /~128x IIx IiJav
2 !,

x̃ I'5x I' /~128x IIx I'Jav
2 !. ~7!

Upon minimization with respect toM I , F becomes

F52x̃ IiH Ii
2 2x̃ I'H I'

2 2
1

2
x IIH

214Jpdx IIH•ĜM I
†1H4 .

~8!

To proceed we call the angle between the applied field
and the x̂ direction a, so that H i5H cos(u2a), H'

5H sin(u2a). Using also (ĜM I
†) i5M I

† cos 2u, (ĜM I
†)'

5M I
† sin 2u, we end up~apart from a constant! with

F~u!52@x II12m2x̃ Ii12m2Dx sin2~u2a!#H2/2

1M0H@~124x̃ IimJav!cos~u1a!

24JavmDx sin 2u sin~u2a!#2k sin22u, ~9!

where M054Jpdx IIM I
† , Dx5x̃ I'2x̃ Ii and k52K

14M0
2Jav

2 Dx. At low temperatures,x Ii!x I''0.53/(8J0),
whereJ0 is the CuI-CuI exchange energy and the factor of
0.53 comes from quantum corrections.17,13 Neglecting x Ii
then yields the low-T approximation used in Ref. 9 to fit our
data.

Setting]E/]u50 gives an equation foru(H):

m2DxH2 sin 2~u2a!1M0H@~124mx̃ IiJav!sin~u1a!

14mJavDx@2 cos 2u sin~u2a!1 sin 2u cos~u2a!#

12k sin 4u50. ~10!

Having solved this equation foru, one finds the magnetic
moment to be

M52]E/]H5@x II12m2x̃ Ii12m2Dx sin2~u2a!#H

2M0@~124x̃ IimJav!cos~u1a!

24JavmDx sin 2u sin~u2a!#. ~11!

In practice, we find it more convenient to useu as a param-
eter, then solve the quadratic Eq.~10! for H and thus get
H(u) andM (u) parametrically. Equations~10!, ~11! contain
six material parametersx II , x Ii , x I' , M0 , Jav, andk. We
also treata as a parameter because the alignment of the
crystal axes with the magnetic field is accurate to only a
degree or two in our sample holder. The resulting fits show
that the accuracy ina is about 0.2° to 0.4°. Our procedure
for determining these parameters is as follows: If it were true
that a5p/4, precisely, for the data labeled~110! anda50,
precisely, for that labeled~100!, then the parametersMS

110,
MS

100, x110, and x100 could be determined in a straightfor-
ward way. Whena5p/4, the minimum ofF(u) is given by
u5p/41sgn(Jpd)p/2 for all H. That is, configuration 1~a! is
always the ground state forJpd,0. Substituting these values
in Eq. ~11! we find

MS
1105uM0u~124Javmx̃ I'!,
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x1105x II12m2x̃ I' . ~12!

Whena50, then Eq.~10! has two types of solutions: either
sinu50 or x5 cosu must be a solution of the cubic equation

H2m2Dxx1M0H@124mx̃ IiJav

18JavmDx~3x221!#/214k~2x32x!50.

~13!

For certain ranges of the parameters, this cubic equation has
no real solutions withuxu<1. This happens forHc1,H
,Hc2, whereHc1 andHc2 are the solutions of the quadratic
equation obtained from Eq.~13! by settingx52sgn(Jpd).
Apparently, this quadratic equation has real positive solu-
tions forHc1,2 only atT.150 K. In the range between these
two critical fields, the only admissible solution has sinu50,
corresponding to the structure in Fig. 1~b!. Setting a5u
50 in Eq. ~11! we then have a straightM (H), with

MS
1005uM0u~124Javmx̃ Ii!,

x1005x II12m2x̃ Ii . ~14!

Although sinu50 is always an extremum ofF(u), it repre-
sents the minimum only forHc1,H,Hc2. Outside of this
range the minimum is given by the solution to Eq.~13!,
which varies withH: ucosuu starts atA2/2 for H50 @yielding
the structure in Fig. 1~a! for Jpd,0#, increases towards 1 at
H5Hc1, where it remains up toHc2, corresponding to Fig.
1~b!, and decreases towards 0@i.e., Fig. 1~c!# asH→` above
Hc2. This reproduces our data at 200 K, and relates them to
the spin rotations between Figs. 1~a!–1~c!. For all aÞ0, and
also when the solutionsHc1,2 do not exist~as happens at
lower T), the solution sinu50 does not apply, the sharp
transitions disappear, and there is only one continuous solu-
tion for u. As seen in Fig. 4, the critical fields are not ob-
served at temperatures below about 150 K. This probably
happens becauseDx grows asT decreases, so that eventually
the quadratic equation loses its real roots.

For very largeH, the value ofu found from Eq. ~10!
follows u2a'sgn(Jpd)p/21O(1/H), and substituting this
into Eq. ~11! gives

M5x110H1MS
110sin 2a1O~1/H !, ~15!

consistent with the parallel asymptotes in Fig. 3. In this limit,
M I

†'H @e.g., Fig. 1~c!#, taking advantage ofx I'.x Ii .
To compare theory with experiment for all the data we

find it useful to emphasize the deviations ofM (H) from
x110H, using the quantity

m~H,a!5~M2x110H !/MS
110. ~16!

Our procedure is as follows: For eachT, MS
110 is found from

measurements in the~110! direction. For each data setx110 is
determined by insisting thatm approaches a constant for high
H @see Eq.~15!#. This constant should in fact be equal to
sin 2a. Thus,x110 can also be determined from data for the
~100! direction. This is very sensitive, and we are satisfied to
note that our~100! data give values close to those for the
~110! data at the same temperature. The differences may re-
sult from variations in alignment which introduce various

amounts of the higher~001! susceptibility. We then carry out
a least-squares fit of Eq.~16! to the data. For 200 K, when
we have the two transitions, we use Eqs.~12! and ~14! to
estimate the parametersMS

110, MS
100, x110 andx100. It is now

useful to note that Eq.~9! can be written in the form

F52@x100cos2~u2a!1x110sin2~u2a!#H2/2

1sgn~Jpd!H@MS
100cos~u2a!cos 2u

1MS
110sin~u2a! sin 2u#2k sin2 2u. ~17!

Equation~11! thus becomes

M5H@x100cos2~u2a!1x110sin2~u2a!#2sgn~Jpd!

3@MS
100cos~u2a!cos 2u1MS

110sin~u2a!sin 2u#.

~18!

This equation has a simple interpretation, along the lines
discussed qualitatively in Sec. III: The first term contains an
average of the parallel and longitudinal susceptibilities, with
the appropriate projections of the field onto these directions.
The second term contains the effect of the internal field
Hpd524JpdĜM I

† on the CuII; this field generates compo-
nents M II i ,'5x II i ,'Hpdi ,' , and the projection of this mo-
ment in the direction of the field gives the residual perma-
nent moment in the second term of Eq.~18!. Substituting in
Eq. ~16! now yields

m52A cos2~u2a!2sgn~Jpd!

3@B cos~u2a!cos 2u1sin~u2a!cos 2u#, ~19!

with A5(x1102x100)/MS
110 and B5MS

100/MS
110. The equa-

tion for u now has the form

H2A sin 2~u2a!22sgn~Jpd!H@~22B!sin~u2a!cos 2u

1~122B!cos~u2a!sin 2u#1C sin 4u50, ~20!

with C54k/MS
110. Therefore, the data form can be used to

fit the four parametersA, B, C, and a. In practice, forT
.150 K we start with the values ofMS

110, MS
100, x110, and

x100 which are estimated from measurements with fields
along~110! and~100!, and then refine their values by fitting
Eqs.~19! and~20!. The parameters do not change much dur-
ing the fitting procedure. For temperatures below 150 K, for
which there are no critical fields, there have been difficulties
with convergence of the least-squares algorithm. We there-
fore begin with the parameters at higherT and vary them
slightly, recalculatingm(H) until a good fit is obtained. Fig-
ure 9 shows the results of this fitting procedure for three
temperatures. ForT,150 K we find no magnetic field for
which u50. This is consistent with the absence of a region
of constantx100 in Fig. 4 at lowT.

As discussed previously,9 when we neglectx Ii and use
M I

†'0.3 andx I''0.53/(8J0) then the data below 120 K can
all be fitted with Jav52(1269) meV, J05(130640)
meV, uJpdu5(2761) meV, K5(1063)31027 meV. At
higherT the parameters are somewhat different as expected.9

In particular, the decrease of anisotropy of the CuI suscepti-
bility means thatDx decreases asTI is approached. This
increases the range of stability of the phase in Fig. 1~b!. It is
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interesting to note that our measurements imply a decrease of
Dx by about 70%. This decrease is close to that observed in
MnF2 whenT/TN increases from about 0.26 to about 0.52.18

V. THEORY BELOW T II

As mentioned, the data forH along~110! indicate that the
staggered moments of CuI and CuII tend to be perpendicular
to the field and parallel to each other. This tendency is un-
derstandable even on the basis of the theory presented so far:
Staggered moments are more likely to be perpendicular to
ferromagnetic moments on the same Cu ions. However, we
now argue that this tendency also exists in the absence of the
ferromagnetic moment, due to fluctuations about theaverage
coupling between the staggered moments of the CuI and
CuII. If one includes such fluctuations, and treats them per-
turbatively, then one generates a new term in the energy,
which prefers collinearity of these staggered moments.19 In
our effective mean field approach, this can be written in the
form

Ecol52A~M I
†
•M II

† !2, ~21!

whereA;Jav
2 /J0;1 meV. It should be noted that both this

term and the internal field24JpdĜM I
† which acts on the

CuII imply a uniaxial anisotropya, so that the CuII ordering
is prefered along the~110! direction. This is the reason why
the critical behavior of the transition atTII is that of the
two-dimensional Ising model. These terms also imply a gap
in the spin wave spectrum, consistent with our neutron scat-
tering results. The value of that gap is also consistent with

the value ofTII , as deduced from the approximate relation
aj2;1, where j is the correlation length of the planar
Heisenberg model.14

The other main modification of the theory presented
above results from the ordering of the CuII’s. This implies
that the termM II

2/(2x II) in Eq. ~5! must now be replaced by
M II i

2 /(2x II i)1M II'
2 /(2x II'), where i and' now relate to

M II
† . We thus minimize

F5M Ii
2 /x Ii1M I'

2 /x I'1M II i
2 /~2x II i!1M II'

2 /~2x II'!

22H•M I2HII•M II1Ecol1H4 . ~22!

Our estimates show that belowTII , Ecol is much larger
than K and other anisotropies. Therefore, we now simplify
the analysis by adding the constraint thatM II

† always remains
parallel to M I

† . This again leaves only one angleu to be
found from the minimization. We can now repeat all the
algebraic steps of the previous section, and we find thatF(u)
has the same form as in Eq.~17!, but with the new param-
eters

x1105x II'12m'
2 x̃ I' ,

x1005x II i12m i
2x̃ Ii ,

MS
11054uJpdux II'M I

†~124m'Javx̃ I'!,

MS
10054uJpdux II iM I

†~124m iJavx̃ Ii!,

k52K18Jpd
2 ~M I

†!2@x II' /~128Jav
2 x II'x I'!

2x II i /~128Jav
2 x II ix Ii!#, ~23!

with m i ,'5122Javx II i ,' . These expressions reduce to those
of Sec. IV when one setsx II i5x II'5x II . Qualitatively, note
that now we havex100!x110, implying a much more aniso-
tropic susceptibility, as indeed observed experimentally.
Also, the contribution of the second term ink is now larger
than before. We can now follow all the steps described fol-
lowing Eq. ~17!, and fit the data form(H). For H along
~110!, Fig. 6 gives x110.2.1631026 cm3/g and MS

110

.0.00736 emu/g. Figure 10 shows the functionm(H) ob-
tained from using these values for the field along~100!, to-
gether with a fit to Eqs.~19! and ~20!. In fact, the fit shows

FIG. 9. Theoretical~full lines! and measured values ofm(H,a
50) for three temperatures. At 200 K the two spin rotation fields
are identified.

FIG. 10. Same as Fig. 9 forT510 K.
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that the experiment hada52(2.660.3)°. The fit yields the
parameters A5(3.560.2) T21, B50.1660.03, and C
5(1.960.1) T. We can now compare these values with
those given by our theory. Using the parameters cited at the
end of the previous section, together withx II''0.53/(8JII)
'6.6 eV21 and x̃ I''x I''0.53/(8J0)'0.51 eV21, and ne-
glecting the parallel susceptibilities, we findx110'8 eV21

52.131026 cm3/g, in excellent agreement with the mea-
sured value. In contrast, if we use our earlier estimateuJpdu
'27 meV then Eq.~23! now yields MS

110'0.0049 emu/g,
significantly smaller than the measured value. Figure 8~c!
reveals an interesting question: To a good approximation,
our theory predicts that the ratioMS

110/M I
† should be propor-

tional to x II' . In fact, this ratio varies much less than the
susceptibility shown in Fig. 5. We have no explanation for
this discrepancy.

The measured value ofC can be used to extractK'7.2
31026 meV, larger by a factor of about 7 than its value
around 100 K. This large increase of the anisotropy param-
eter K with decreasingT is also unexplained. Finally, the
fitted value of B implies that x II i /x II''0.16, somewhat
larger but in rough agreement with the analogous results in
MnF2 for T/TN;1/4.18 Using this for an estimate ofx100

'x II i , we can then useA to estimateMS
110'0.0052 emu/g,

much closer to our theoretical estimate given above.

VI. IMPLICATIONS FOR OTHER SYSTEMS

As mentioned in the Introduction, there has been much
recent interest in cuprates with chains and ladders.2 In this
section we explain how our measurements give direct infor-
mation on the coupling constants in many of these systems.

Figure 11~a! shows the Cu chain which exists, e.g., in
Sr41Cu24O41.20 Note that the nearest-neighbor Cu-Cu super-

exchange, mediated by the oxygen ion, has roughly the same
90° Cu-O-Cu geometry as our CuI-CuII coupling. Therefore,
we predict that this coupling is anisotropic, with coupling
constantsJi for spin components along the bond andJ' for
the perpendicular components. The fact that this coupling is
mainly ferromagnetic has not been clear in the literature be-
fore. Furthermore, the next-nearest-neighbor superexchange
in these chains has roughly the same Cu-O-O-Cu geometry
as our nearest-neighbor CuII-CuII coupling. The large ratio
of this next-nearest-neighbor exchange to the nearest-
neighbor one can explain the finite gap observed in these
spin 1/2 Heisenberg chains.21 It would be interesting to study
theoretically the effects of the Ising anisotropy~coming from
the in-plane anisotropy together withJpd) on this gap.

Assuming that the CuII-CuII superexchange results
mainly from the Cu-O-O-Cu paths~and not from the CuII-
CuI-CuII one!, we observe that these paths are the same as
those connecting the next-nearest-neighbor CuI’s. These, in
turn, appear in all the lamellar cuprates, e.g., in Sr2CuO2Cl2.
We thus estimate this next nearest neighbor exchange to be
J8'JII'10 meV. It is rewarding to note that recent ARPES
studies of this latter system indeed require an effective next
nearest neighbor hopping energyt8't/3, i.e., J8/J0'1/9,22

in rough agreement with our estimate.
Finally, Fig. 11~b! shows examples of two- and three-

legged ladders, which exist in materials such as
Srn21Cun11O2n .2 Clearly, the coupling between neighbor-
ing ladders~which are shifted by half a Cu-Cu distance!
involves again the same 90° Cu-O-Cu superexchange cou-
pling as for our CuI-CuII interaction. Thus, this coupling
~which is also frustrated as in our case! would be dominated
by our colinearity and by our pseudodipolar anisotropic cou-
pling Jpd. The spin structures of such ladders in the direction
perpendicular to the ladders~in the plane! should be deter-
mined by the competition between these interactions and
other anisotropies. We should add that the different oxygen
surroundings of copper pairs along and perpendicular to each
ladder, combined with the bond-dependent anisotropies such
as those discussed in the present paper, imply anisotropic
exchange also for these bonds, with possibly different values
for these two types of bonds. Such anisotropy should de-
crease the gap and increase the correlation length along the
even-legged ladders, and might explain how they could de-
velop two dimensional Ising-like long range order.

VII. DISCUSSION

The theory in Secs. IV and V describes the field depen-
dence of the magnetization very well in both ordered phases.
Not only does the theory explain the peculiar behavior of the
moment and susceptibility seen in Figs. 3, 4, 6, and 7 for the
~110! and ~100! directions, but also it predicts the depen-
dence on the anglea, as discussed by Chouet al.9

However several aspects are not yet understood. In par-
ticular, the theory predicts thatMS

11054Jpdx IIM I
† , while Fig.

8 shows that the ratio ofMS to M I
† does not have the same

temperature dependence asx1005x II . Indeed, except at the
lowest temperatures, the ratio is independent ofT suggesting
that the induced moment on the CuII’s saturates. A possible
way to resolve this difficulty exists nearTI . There one could
treat the problem using a Ginzburg-Landau-Wilson expan-

FIG. 11. ~a! CuO2 chain. ~b! Two- and three-legged cuprate
ladders.
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sion of the free energy density. Within such an approach, the
order parametersM II andM I

† would mix due to their bilinear
coupling, yielding a constant ratioJpd/2J0, instead of
4Jpdx II . The former ratio is also predicted at very lowT,
wherex II is replaced byx II'51/8JII . It is not clear how to
extend this to intermediate temperatures.

The mixing of the two order parameters also implies a
mixing of x II with the staggered susceptibilityx I

† , which
diverges atTI .

23 However, the temperature where this
would be observed is apparently too narrow because of the

small ratio of the divergent part tox II . More accurate mea-
surements very close toTI would be desirable.
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